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I. Introduction
Since the Barbados Conference
in 1994, biodiversity resources
are considered as a key factor in
shaping sustainable development
strategies for island regions
(Zedan, 2004). The common
denominators
of
island
ecosystems are their uniqueness,
high level of specialization and
the high susceptibility to natural
and human-related hazards. The
geographical circumstances and
their distance from the mainland
are identified as the root causes
of unique evolutionary dynamics,
which have made island biota
particularly
fragile
(SCDB,
2004), but also highly productive
in term of biodiversity: because
of their geographic remoteness,
which ensures a reproductive
insulation of the organisms living
there, islands are home to an
extraordinary high proportion of
endemic species and crop
varieties per unit of surface area.

research projects aiming at
integrating small islands, with
areas of less than 5 hectares, in
strategies of conservation of
terrestrial
agro
biodiversity.
These projects involve scientific
studies in various fields of
The geographical remoteness of research: territorial management,
the smallest islands can be used anthropology, ecology, genetics,
as a great advantage in the reproductive
biology,
post
strategies for conservation and harvest technology. Projects were
breeding of perennial crops. This submitted to set up gene banks of
article shows that this idea was traditional coconut varieties on
already applied a long time ago, numerous islets located near
in an empirical manner, by the larger and inhabited islands in
ancient
Polynesian
mariners French
Polynesia
and
the
transporting coconut and other Republic of Maldives. One
seeds from one island to another. variety will be planted on each
Then,
by
combining
that islet.
The
geographical
ancestral method with the recent remoteness of the islets will
progress made in biological and ensure
the
reproductive
social
sciences,
a rational insulation needed for true to type
strategy for the conservation of breeding and conservation of the
genetic resources and associated coconut varieties.
traditional knowdedge could be
implemented.
II. Lesson from ancient (and
some
contemporary)
Cl RAD (the French Agricultural
Polynesians
Research Centre for International
Development) is now promoting
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Before 1000 AD, the Polynesians
had settled in central Polynesia
(Tahiti and Society Islands),
Marquesas, Hawaii and Easter
Island (Orliac, 2000). Since that
time, the coconut palms became
an integral part of the Polynesian
way of life. The Polynesians
have patiently bred coconut
palms adapted to different uses,
notably by successively planting
their coconut palms on new
islands. They contributed to the
creation of numerous varieties,
with spectacular morphological
diversity. The oldest description
of coconut varieties in French
Polynesia can be found in the
book “Ancient Tahiti” by Teuira
Henry, published in 1928 from
data collected by her grandfather
in
1840.
That publication
mentions 16 different varieties or
forms of the coconut palm.
Coconut varieties, which have
been
passed
down
from
generation to generation of
islanders, are now under threat
from the globalization of trade.
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eastern part of the island. The
access front the coast to the
volcanic lake is very difficult.
One needs climbing a rocky
track with a steep slope, across a
forest swarming with endemic
species of poisoning snakes
(Laticauda sp.). But in other
places, such as the coastal area,
there is a mix between the
Rennell Island Tall and the
ordinary type, known as the
Solomon Island Tall, which has
smaller oblong fruits (Bourdeix
et ah, 2005).

cultural leveling, industrialization
and changes in agriculture.

registered as a world heritage,
and its Polynesian population,
when other Solomon Islands are
populated
with
Teuira Henry indicated the mainly
existence
of
particularly Melanesians. Except the small
enormous coconuts on the island island of Bellona, also populated
of Niu-Fou (now known as with Polynesians, the distance
Niuafo’ou). The name itself of from Rennell to the nearest island
this
island
means
“New is 170 km. The fruits of the
coconut”. Niuafo'ou is a tiny variety known as Rennell Island
island in the Tonga group, with Tall (RIT) are among the biggest
an area of 52 sq. km. The coconuts in the world. The fruit
distance to the nearest island is shape is quite variable, from
200 km. It is a very active oblong to pear shaped. Some of
volcano with steep slopes down the fruits have a long nipple at
to the sea floor. There is no safe the bottom, which is very
anchorage
for
boats.
The specific to the RIT. The fruits
repeated eruptions of the volcano have a good composition with a
(1867, 1886, 1912, 1929, 1935- high content of solid albumen
36, 1943, 1946, 1985) caused the and free w'ater . Numerous
destruction of many plantations seednuts were collected from
and villages. Following the different locations in Rennell
eruption of 1946, Niua-fo'ou w'as Island and sent to other countries.
evacuated and the government The Rennell Island Tall cultivar
authorized the return of the (RIT) is now conserved in at
islanders only in 1958. The two least 11 germplasm conservation
national
and
islands in Tonga w'here different centres,
dialects are spoken are named international. RIT is involved as
material
in many
Niuafo’ou (New coconut) and parental
Niua Toputapu (Sacred coconut). coconut breeding programmes.
Another place famous for its
coconuts is Rennell, a high
volcanic island located in the
Solomon archipelago, with an
area of 660 sq. km. Its two main
features are a volcanic lake, now
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As far as coconut varieties are
concerned,
Niuafo’ou
and
Rennell are the most famous
islands in the Pacific region.
Similarities between these two
islands are hudge. They are both
very isolated small islands, at a
distance of 170-200 km from the
nearest big island; both are
characterized by a series of
insulation factors: difficult access
by boat, steep slopes to climb for
reaching the place where the
coconut palms are growing, risks
linked to high volcanic activity or
endemic poisoning snakes.

One can cite a quite different
example of a famous coconut
island. In the 2000's, we visited
numerous Pacific islands in the
framework of surveys organized
by
Bioversity
International
(formerly IPGRI). L. M. Fili and
T.F1. Hoponoa, from the Ministry'
of Agriculture and Forestry of
Tonga, told us of a traditional
coconut variety called “Niu
utongau”. This variety belongs to
rare forms of coconut, highly
threatened, and known as “Sweet
husk”. In most coconut, this husk
is harsh and not edible. But
sometimes, the whole husk of the
young fruit is sweet and can be
chewed like sugar cane. Its taste
resembles that of coconut heart.
M.A. Foale, who visited Rennell Once the fruits are ripe, the husk
Island in 1964 and discovered fibers are white and particularly
this variety, said that the true-to- slender. There exist various
type Rennell. with big and names and various types, in
pointed fruits, is found only which husk characteristics are
around the volcanic lake in the more or less accentuated. Those
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Germinated Coconut Seedlings in a Nursury

varieties have yet to be
scientifically described. The “Niu
'utongaif coconut variety can be
found in quantity only on the
small coral islet of Onoiki in the
Ha’apai group. Tongians are still
sometimes taking seedlings from
that islet, which is so small that it
does not appear on most maps.
Various observations made since
the turn of the century also show
the same tendency. The most
remote islands are often those
where coconut diversity has best
been conserved (Labouisse and
Bourdeix, 2003). Polynesians
have empirically used numerous
small islands to conserve and
breed their coconut varieties. The
geographical remoteness of the
islets
has
ensured
the
reproductive isolation of the
coconut palms necessary for
variety fixation. Once planted in
a limited number on a remote
island, coconut palms only
crossed with each other and it
become possible to create new
varieties.
Then, by taking
seednuts from those isolated
islets, the ancient Polynesians
were able to reproduce, in an
empirical but stable manner, the

coconut
created.

varieties

they

had

make rope, another two are
preserving the “Oviri” green
variety used in traditional
III. Prospective vision for a medicine, two are planted with
new gene bank
the homed coconut palm, etc.
These
are
mostly
ancient
Let us imagine that this project of Polynesian varieties. However, a
coconut gene bank has been few new varieties may also be
completed for a few years in integrated into the gene bank, if
French Polynesia. Polynesia. Let they are of use for diversifying
us imagine fifty very small coconut products.
islands, extending from the
Society Islands to the Tuamotu The Polynesians have been
and the Marquesas. Each islet informed by the media and via
now houses between 20 and 200 the traditional circuits about the
coconut palms, newly planted as existence
of
the
variety
part of the project.
conservatory. They know that by
taking nuts from those islets, they
All those islets are near to a will obtain seed nuts that will
larger, inhabited island. Most of reproduce true-to-type seedlings
these islets are uninhabited, but of the desired varieties. In fact,
there are exceptions. Some islets once geographically isolated on
are inhabited occasionally, others an islet, the coconut palms of a
house
permanent
tourist given variety only reproduce
installations. Some islets belong with each other.
to private owners; others belong
to the territorial community. A Some private or public owners of
single coconut variety has been islets choose to harvest seed nuts,
planted on each of the islets. In set up nurseries and sell their
all, 20 to 30 varieties are spread seedlings. Other owners offer the
in that way over the 50 islets. For population free access to the
example, at least two islets house islets to procure seed nut
varieties with tender, sweet husk, supplies. Some seed nuts are
another two house those varieties even stolen, and the act of
with enormous, fruits used to robbing
even
confers
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occasionally social standing.
Tourists are often visiting some
of these islands in the framework
of ecotourism programmes. A
simple
organization,
whose
structure is yet to be defined,
coordinates activities of the gene
bank and supplies information to
a dereference database on the
conserved varieties. At a later
date, “sibling islets” will be
expanded from the variety
conservatory. Seed nuts from one
of the islets will be planted on a
new islet, thereby safeguarding
varietal
conservation.
New
plants, such as varieties of Nono
or Noni, or the special woods
used to make pirogue rudders,
will eventually be planted on the
same islands and integrated into
the coconut gene bank. The islets
become, or convert back to
“places of biodiversity” specific
to Polynesian culture.
IV. More about the coconut
palm
Cocos nucifera L. is a tropical
palm propagated only by seed. It
belongs to the Arecaceae family
(formerly Palmaceae) of the
monocotyledons under the sub
family cocoidae which includes
27 genera and 600 species
(Teulat et al., 2000). It is the sole
species of the genus Cocos.
This palm exists throughout the
humid intertropical zone. It is
mostly, though not exclusively,
grown along the coasts. It is
planted up to a height of one
thousand meters above sea level.
Some of the plants can live for
more than a century. The
economic life span is estimated at
fifty years. Some much older
coconut palms are still covered
with nuts. The coconut palm
grows even in marginal coastal
conditions, tolerating drought
and poor soils. It is very resilient,
able to withstand typhoons and
Hooding. Small coral islets often
continue to exist mainly because
the palms’ fibrous root systems
prevent coastal erosion.
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There are two main types of
coconut palms, the tall- and the
dwarf. The tall can grow at a rate
of more than 50 cm annually
when young and blossom at 6-10
years with an economic life span
of 60-70 years. The dwarf makes
up less than 5% of the world
coconut population, but they can
be found all over the intertropical
zone. Apart from their usually
short height, most of the dwarf
show a combination of common
characteristics:
autogamic
preference (tails are allogamic),
small size of organs, precocity,
and
rapid
emission
of
inflorescences. dwarves can grow
at a rate of 15 to 30 cm annually,
have a productive life span of 3040 years but usually start
flowering in the third year.
Because of the last two
characteristics, the dwarves play
an important role in genetic
improvement programs.

shells can be burned or made into
charcoal and handicrafts.
From 1870 to 1930, following
the
development
of
the
international copra market, the
number of coconut palms planted
in Pacific islands was multiplied
by a very high factor, probably
around 80 to 100. On the coral
soils of French Polynesia,
coconut plantations were set up
at the end of the century and then
partly renewed after the severe
cyclones in 1903 and 1906. On
the high islands, inland valley
plantations were set up after
World War I. On atolls, the
planting technique in most cases
consisted in cutting down all
vegetation,
most
probably
including the few coconut palms
already present., leaving it to dry
out, then burning everything
before planting coconut palms
from another island.
Such
intensive coconut cultivation
harmed the biodiversity of
endemic species (Dupon, 1987).

Nowadays, coconut palms play
an important role in the culture,
environment, agriculture and
tourism in the tropical Pacific Over the same period, the
islands. Coconuts are now grown Polynesian population decreased
in about 12.2 million ha substantially, leading to a loss of
knowledge.
The
worldwide. The Asia Pacific traditional
region accounts for 88% of this abrupt socio-economic changes
area. In 2005, 86% of the world’s that affected Polynesia in the
coconut production came from twentieth century subsequently
that
loss
of
the Asia Pacific region, with the exacerbated
knowledge.
As
remaining
11%
from
the traditional
Americas and 4% from Africa regards the coconut palm, the
(Coconut Statistical Yearbook, varieties that had been patiently
selected over thousands of years
2005).
by the Polynesians
were
The coconut is popularly known gradually diluted in the mass of
as the ‘Tree of Life’. All of its coconut palms selected and used
parts are useful; the stem is solely for copra production
1928).
Successive
traditionally used for timber; the (Henry,
leaves for thatch roofing and cyclones, particularly in the
handicrafts; the sap from the 1980s, also severely affected the
spathe is processed into vinegar, coconut groves (Dupon, 1987).
wine and sugar; the kernel is At the present time, it can be
used as source of oil and cream, estimated that the number of
palms
in
French
and can be converted by coconut
desiccation into copra, a stable Polynesia was more than halved
product sold on the international between 1930 and 2005. Many of
market; the husk serves as source the remaining coconut palms are
of fiber for various uses; and the too old and have stopped bearing.
International
Coconut
water inside the nut for beverage, The
Resources
Network
wine and vinegar. The coconut Genetic
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(COGENT)
has
been
coordinating
the
collection,
description and conservation of
coconut varieties during the last
15 years. COGENT is a global
research network organized by
Bioversity
International
and
gathering 38 coconut producing
countries. To provide double
security
for
conserved
germplasm in national gene
banks and to promote effective
access and safe germplasm
movement,
the
COGENT
Steering Committee decided to
establish
a
multi-site
International Coconut Genebank
(ICG) in 1995, consisting of
regional genebanks.
CIRAD has helped COGENT to
develop
numerous
research
methodologies:
varietal
identification techniques using
standardized
morphological
descriptors
(IPGRI,
1995);
molecular marker analysis kits
(Lebrun et al., 2001; 2003);
creation and development of the
International Coconut Genetic
Resources Database and other
dedicated software; and the
publication of catalogues of
coconut varieties (Bourdeix et
al., 2005).
Although considerable work has
been achieved during the past 20
years,
safeguarding
and
characterizing
important
germplasm,
especially
the
traditional varieties, remain a
pressing need. This is made more
urgent with the impact of climate
change, where rising sea levels
threaten the permanent loss of
important diversity.
V. From an ancient practice to
a modern gene bank.
How can a rational strategy be
developed for the conservation of
genetic resources by combining
an ancestral Polynesian practice
w ith the recent progress made in
biological and social sciences?
Implementation of such research
projects
requires
scientific

studies in various fields of of the 19th century. That system
research: territorial management, of joint ownership, which backs
an
effective
social
anthropology, ecology, genetics up
is
not
and technology, along with organization,
effective coordination between acknowdedged by official law
those disciplines. For these (Bambridge and Neuffer., 2002).
purposes, two databases wall be In Maldives, a basic distinction is

set up. The first database w'ill
describe the small islands with an
area of less than 5 hectares in
French
Polynesia
and
the
Maldives. The second database
will deal with the description of
the coconut varieties located in
these countries. These two
databases
will
gather
geographical,
ecological,
agronomic,
genetic,
anthropological and social data.
V .l.

drawn,
for
administrative
purposes, between the 200
‘inhabited
islands'
with
permanent settlement and the
remaining
900
‘uninhabited
islands', mostly covered by
coconut trees, and leased out by
the government. ‘Varuvaa* was
the traditional form of lease, the
amount of which is based on the
number of coconut palms
growing
in
the
island
(MOFAMR. 2006).

Territorial management
studies

For each country, a list of 150
“candidate islets” will be drawn
As far as we know, such a up. Islets will be chosen that are
germplasm bank- has never been already planted with coconut
set up on small islets, satellites of palms, located less than 5 km
a larger inhabited island. Thought from a larger inhabited island and
needs to be given to the type of wTiich
are,
through
their
management and administration geographical position, relatively
to be set in place for the variety protected from cyclones and
conservatory, to ensure its marine erosion. In order to
longevity.
maximize the chances of success,
a range of situations will be
In
French
Polynesia,
the adopted. About half of those
conservatory is to be integrated islets w'ould be located in the
into a complex system of joint territorial community; a quarter
ownership that varies depending w'ould be located in tourist
on the island groups, which has structures and the remainder on
been in place since the beginning agricultural land. Discussions
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will then be held with the owners
and leaseholders of the islets, be
they public or private, to involve
stakeholders as much as possible
in the gene bank project. The way
in which researchers will interact
with the owners of islets and
coconut germplasm will be, in
itself, a crucial subject of
experiment. The nature of the
agreements proposed to the owners
will vary according to various
levels of legal and social
formalization.
Gradually,
the
performance of these various
interactive approaches, in terms of
success or failure, will be
integrated into the databases. The
analysis will then make it possible
to specify the interactive methods
which were most effective. We
plan to integrate at least 50 islets
into each country gene bank.
V.2. Anthropology
Although there is abundant
anthropological
literature
on
insularity, no study has focused
specifically on what we call
“insularity within insularity". It is
a matter of studying the
perceptions,
representations,
practices and right of access of
islanders with regard to small motu
or islets, w'hich are generally
uninhabited and satellites of a
larger inhabited island. As already
implemented
elsewhere
in
Polynesia (Guiot, 1998, 2000 and
2003), the field work will include
surveys among the islanders, and
observations.
Representations
linked to the functioning of insular
ecosystems will be documented.
The
second
subject
for
anthropological research involves
coconut seed nut networks. Many
studies conducted in tropical
countries on food crop seed
exchanges highlight that more than
80% of seeds come from the
informal network (Heisey, 1990;
Almekinders et al., 1994, 2000).
But the typology used in
distinguishing between “formal”
and “informal” totally neglects the
fact that the «informal» network is
itself structured by the social
organization. One may assume that
the structuring of genetic diversity
22

and its distribution depends not
only on the type of plant
reproduction
and
selective
practices, but also on the social
distinctions
that
Polynesians
establish between themselves,
based partly on the same genetic
sources that each cultivates
(Leclerc et al., 2006).
V.3. Genetic resources of the
coconut palm
The last inventory of coconut
varieties in French Polynesia dates
back to the 1950s (Millaud, 1954).
As far as we know, such inventory
was never conducted in the
Maldives islands. There is no
coconut germplasm bank in French
Polynesia and in Maldives. New
inventories are required, along
with an analysis of coconut
diversity, using modern scientific
techniques such as standardized
agro-morphological
descriptors
(IPGRI, 1995) and DNA molecular
marker analyses (Lebrun et al.,
2001; 2003). Field surveys,
conducted with the collaboration

of anthropologists and community
contacts, will make it possible to
locate coconut varieties of interest.
In consultation with the different
stakeholders, a decision will be
taken regarding the choice of
varieties to be added to the gene
bank. A catalogue of Polynesian
coconut varieties wall be published
along the lines of the book
“Coconut, a guide to traditional
and improved varieties” (Bourdeix
et al., 2005).
V.4. Reproductive biology and
conservation
Knowledge on the mode of
reproduction of coconut palms was
deduced from observing the
overlap between the male and
female phases of inflorescences
(Rognon, 1976). Coconuts of the
tall
type
are
preferentially
allogamous but show a certain
degree of selling, w'hich varies
depending on numerous factors.
Under the project, questions
relative to the size of coconut palm
populations, the number of
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mother-palms needed to make up a
population conserved on an islet,
and the control of inbreeding due
to possible crossing between sibs,
will be determined in terms of
conservation biology.

replacement process under old
coconut palms, unless the latter are
planted at too high a density. The
old coconuts will only be removed
gradually at the end of the project,
once the new palms have grown.

V.5.

V. 7.

Post-harvest technologies
and markets

Linking conservation of
genetic resources and
ecotourism

located on small islands have been
recently submitted by CIRAD to
various French Research agencies.
The first one.
known as
POLYMOTU, plans the creation
of such a gene bank on 50 islets of
French Polynesia. The smaller
second project, named COCODIV
studies the feasability of such a
gene bank in the Maldives. Up to
now, research teams involved in
these projects are mainly French.
Four Polynesian NGO's, the
Agricultural school and the Atitia
Centre of Berkeley University,
both in Moorea5Island, are also
involved in the POLYMOTU
project. Through the "Te mana O
te moana” association,
the
BeachComber SA Company and
the Marlon Brando family agreed
to replant four small motu of the
emblematic atoll of Tetiaroa with
traditional Polynesian coconut
varieties. A budget will be devoted
by the association to this activity.

In this field, the research question
is as follows: Can the ancient In environmental, cultural and
coconut varieties be used to tourism terms, coconut palms are
diversify products in the coconut an integral part of the myth and
of
island
tropical
supply chain and to increase its identity
profitability?
Along
with countries. Although they are
anthropologists, the first action ubiquitous in the landscape, more
consists in compiling w'hat is needs to be made of them for
known about the different uses cultural and ecotourism purposes.
made of the coconut palm. For Coconut palms are currently
instance, according to Henan confined to a role of creating an
Murphy, a handicraftsman on atmosphere, whereas they ought to
Moore makes jeweler with black be more effectively illustrating the
pearls and coconut husk fibers. specificities of insular culture. The
The handicraftsman had noticed stake is however to make so that
that most coconut palms gave international tourism does not
irregular fibers, with barbs, but in disintegrate the local identities,
one zone of the island of Moore, guarantors
of
sustainability In Maldives, local researchers and
some coconut palms (fewer than (Magnan, 2005). In such a context, the Coconut Research Institute of
one in ten) gave a perfectly smooth the coconut considered in its Sri Lanka will be associated to the
fiber. Those differences in fiber cultural dimension, could help to COCODIV research project. The
will
be
technologically confer to tropical island tourism a first phase of this project, if fully
characterized. Depending on the specific identity. The topics of this implemented only in French
results, a decision will be taken study will be mainly to quantify Polynesia
including
the
whether or not to add the the ecotouristic potential of the plantation of islands - will requires
smoothfibre palms to the gene coconut palm, and to involve duration of 5 years. Another
bank.
tourism industry in coconut interesting option could be to build
conservation.
directly a regional project,
V.6. Ecology, geography, and
involving other Pacific countries,
marine erosion.
VI. Conclusion
such as Tonga or Fiji. This option
seems very interesting, because it
As already mentioned, intensive We therefore propose bringing will permit to make useful
coconut growing has been harmful back into fashion a traditional comparisons
between
Pacific
to the biodiversity of endemic practice of the ancient Polynesians, societies
and
to
exchange
species. How should the current which consisted in planting each Polynesian traditional coconut
reduction in coconut planting areas coconut variety separately on small varieties between these countries.
be managed? In some cases, islands.
By combining that In this case, others scientific
should
coconut
palms
be ancestral practice with the recent partnerships and other donors
completely banished from certain progress made in biological and should be found to implement this
small islands, to encourage the social sciences, we will develop a project a regional or international
endemic vegetation, replanting rational
strategy
for
the level. Many researchers and many
other islets with clearly identified conservation of genetic resources other
stakeholders
have
coconut varieties? The studies will and
associated
traditional contributed to the ideas presented
thus focus on the identification of knowledge. The development in this paper.__________________
sustainable islets for the gene bank project and scientific studies Roland Bourdeix, T. Bambridge, and
project, the promotion of the required will be undertaken jointly. S. Larrae are Researchers at the
coconut palms as a mean to fight This will make it possible to Centre for International Cooperation
Research
for
against coastal erosion, and rapidly pass on research results to in Agricultural
inventories of the vegetation and the local islands society and to Development (CIRAD)-France. This is
cropping systems.
work in close interaction with it. a reprint, with main author 's
from
International
During the set-up phase, the new Two research projects related to permission,
Journal o f Island Affairs.
coconut palms will be planted in a the creation of coconut gene banks
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